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Results from this investigation indicate that AI devices to assist CXR interpretation and triage 
could have a significant role in optimising efficiency and reducing report turnaround times for 
studies containing clinically significant findings. Even in this relatively small study, there was 

significant improvement in turnaround time for reports of remarkable studies when an AI-
based triage system was in place. 

A larger study with more radiologists and higher number of cases is planned.

Four radiologists participated in the study. These included one senior thoracic radiologist (>10 years
experience), two general radiologists (3-5years experience), and one junior (<1 year experience).

Each radiologist undertook two separate reporting sessions, one reading a normal ‘unsorted’
reporting worklist of CXR cases and the other reading a ‘sorted’ worklist of studies triaged by the AI
device. Each worklist contained a list of 50 CXRs, which included 25 remarkable and 25 unremarkable
studies. In the unsorted worklist, the CXR studies were reported in a first-in first-out order, with
radiologists reporting all studies in one sitting. In a subsequent reading session, the radiologist
reported a worklist of CXRs, where CXRs indicated by the AI to contain remarkable findings were
presented first and the AI prediction of remarkable/unremarkable was visible to the radiologist. The
worklist sorting process is shown in figure 1.

Radiologist reporting time was measured per case, as the time from report initiation to finalisation.
Average report turnaround times were also recorded for remarkable studies, defined as the time
between the start of the reporting session and the completion of each CXR report. Radiologist
agreement with the AI device indication of remarkable/unremarkable was recorded for each study,
with overall results presented as a percentage of cases where the radiologist did not agree with the AI
designation of remarkable/unremarkable. t-tests were conducted to compare the group averages.

Artificial intelligence (AI) has significant potential to advance clinical radiology through improvements
to workflow efficiency. To date, AI applied to radiology has typically provided assistance for diagnostic
image interpretation to radiologists. This has led to improved accuracy in detection of imaging
findings, inherently reducing error rates with regards to missed findings (Aggarwal et al. 2021). In
addition to diagnostic assistance, there is potential for AI to augment clinical workflow. With recent
studies indicating that AI assistance improves radiologist reporting time and interobserver agreement
(Lim et al. 2022).

An alternative aspect where AI has the potential to improve productivity is worklist triage, whereby
an AI device categorises studies on the radiologists’ worklist as either ‘remarkable’ or ‘unremarkable’
based on the presence of select radiologic findings. This has the potential to improve radiologist
productivity through the ability of radiologists to quickly identify studies suspected of containing
remarkable radiological findings. Previous studies have indicated that AI-assisted triage can reduce
reporting time and report turnaround time for radiologic examinations (Nam et al. 2021), which may
lead to earlier clinical management and improved patient outcomes. This is particularly important in
large healthcare systems where backlogs of unreported studies can lead to significant delays.

Whilst there have been numerous studies validating the performance of AI assist devices, in particular
their accuracy and effectiveness at augmenting radiologist accuracy (Seah et al. 2021), the ability of
these devices to effectively provide improvements to productivity remains under-studied. This
investigation evaluates an alternative use-case of an AI diagnostic assist device capable of detecting
findings on chest x-ray (CXR) studies. Specifically, can this device provide AI-assisted worklist triage,
based on the presence of remarkable radiological findings. This investigation will focus on the effect
of triage on radiologist reporting productivity in a real-world teleradiology setting. The AI device used
in this study was Annalise Enterprise CXR, which has been validated for the detection of 124 findings
on frontal and lateral projection CXRs (Seah et al. 2021) and has been successfully implemented into
real-world reporting environments (Jones et al. 2021).

Can AI-assisted worklist triage used to identify and prioritise studies containing clinically 
significant radiological findings impact reporting times and report turnaround times for 

radiologists, when compared to non-AI-assisted triage in an exploratory real-world study.

Of the 124 findings detectable by Annalise Enterprise CXR, 88 were considered clinically significant
by a thoracic radiologist. The specific findings considered significant are defined in Table 1. For this
investigation, the AI device categorised CXR studies as either remarkable or unremarkable, with any
CXR containing one or more clinically significant findings being considered a remarkable.

DISCUSSION

Results illustrate that AI-assisted triage of a reporting worklist by a commercially available AI device
successfully reduced the reporting time across both remarkable and unremarkable CXR studies and
reduced the report turnaround time for CXR studies containing clinically significant findings. In
addition to this, discrepancies between radiologists and the AI device were low.

Three of four radiologists showed a reduction in reporting time across all CXR study groups. The
remaining radiologist (radiologist 4) showed an equal overall reporting time between sorted and
unsorted reporting sessions and demonstrating an increased reporting time when reporting
remarkable studies with AI-assistance. Additionally, the combined average report turnaround time for
remarkable studies was significantly reduced across all radiologists. The smallest time reduction was
observed with radiologist 4, which was observed to likely result from a predominance of remarkable
studies presented early in the unsorted list, a random variation.

This study showed high variability in reporting time and report turnaround times between
radiologists. This may be caused by varying experience levels of participating radiologists and/or
varying difficulty of cases in each radiologist’s worklist. Both these factors would be mitigated by a
larger study with more radiologists and higher number of cases. It was also noted that different
reporting styles impact on reporting time, particularly around the use of reporting templates versus
dictated reports in the setting of unremarkable studies.

It is important to ensure that AI device accuracy is high and there are systems in place to avoid
extended waiting times. While not reported here, it is expected that the report turnaround time for
unremarkable will be increased in the AI-assisted group. It is important to take this into consideration
as any CXR studies that contain remarkable findings that are not detected by the AI device will take
longer to report, potentially leading to worse patient outcomes.
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Table 1 – List of 124 findings detected by Annalise Enterprise, organised into unremarkable and remarkable finding categories

RESULTS

There was a consistent trend towards reduced reporting time for the AI-triaged worklists compared to
the unsorted worklists. Average reporting time across all CXRs decreased from 55.8 to 48.5 seconds,
while the reporting time for remarkable CXR studies decreased from 75.5 seconds to 66.8 seconds
and reporting time for unremarkable CXR studies decreased from 35.5 seconds to 30.3 seconds
(Figure 2), with none of the differences being found to be statistically significant (all CXRs: 0.50,
remarkable: p 0.55, unremarkable: p 0.26).

The report turnaround time for remarkable CXR studies was also reduced. The average report
turnaround time for remarkable CXR studies for all radiologists decreased from 1450.5 to 889.3
seconds (Figure 2) and this decrease was statistically significant (p 0.015). Discrepancies between AI
device predictions and the radiologist were reported in 6.5% of cases (13/200 studies).

Figure 1 – An example worklist describing the AI-assisted triage prioritisation system used in this investigation

Figure 2 – Graph illustrating the impact of AI-assisted triage on radiologist report turnaround time. Results displayed as mean,
error bars represent SD.
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Figure 2 – Graph illustrating the impact of AI-assisted triage on radiologist reporting time. Results displayed as mean, error bars 
represent standard deviation (SD).


